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Physics 21900 – General Physics II
• Physics Department home page:

– http://www.physics.purdue.edu

• Course home page(s):
– http://www.physics.purdue.edu/~mjones/phys21900_Fall2015

– http://www.physics.purdue.edu/phys219

• Blackboard Learn:
– http://mycourses.purdue.edu/

• Mastering Physics:

• http://www.pearsonmylabandmastering.com/northamerica/

• Course ID: meier58602 

• Rooms:

– Physics 112: Lecture theater

– Physics 150: Lab

– Physics 144: Undergraduate Office

– Physics   11: Help center



To report an emergency, call 911.  To obtain updates regarding an ongoing emergency, 

sign up for Purdue Alert text messages, view www.purdue.edu/ea.

There are nearly 300 Emergency Telephones outdoors across campus and in parking 

garages that connect directly to the PUPD.  If you feel threatened or need help, push the 

button and you will be connected immediately.

If we hear a fire alarm during class we will immediately suspend class, evacuate the 

building, and proceed outdoors.  Do not use the elevator.

If we are notified during class of a Shelter in Place requirement for a tornado warning, 

we will suspend class and shelter in the basement.  

If we are notified during class of a Shelter in Place requirement for a hazardous materials 

release, or a civil disturbance, including a shooting or other use of weapons, we will 

suspend class and shelter in the classroom, shutting the door and turning off the lights.  

Please review the Emergency Preparedness website for additional information.      

http://www.purdue.edu/ehps/emergency_preparedness/index.html

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS – A MESSAGE FROM PURDUE
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Historical Perspective

• Aristotle was (perhaps) the first to think about 
the causes of natural phenomena, rather than 
just document them.

• So far, most of the physics you have studied was 
developed between 200-400 years ago.

• Quantitative description of nature with accurate 
predictions.

• Coincident with new developments in 
mathematics (eg. Calculus) that were needed to 
accurately describe dynamic physical systems.



Mathematical Description of Nature

• In this course, we will try very hard not to 

mention calculus.

• We will describe many specific examples of 

physical systems, but usually not try to 

provide the “most general” description.

• It will be very efficient to describe the 

properties of physical systems using algebraic 

equations, but this is just for convenience…



Mathematical Description of Nature
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(Joseph Priestly, 1767)



Quantitative Description of Nature

• We can work out equations that can describe 
measurements, in some cases with great 
accuracy.
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• If we had numbers for everything on the right, 
then we could calculate the thing on the left.

• To use this, we need to agree on a consistent 
system of units.



System of Units

Sometimes we will measure 

energy in electron-Volts:

1	eV = 1.602	 �	10�
�	Joules



Math Skills

• We will make use of the following concepts:

– Algebra

• One equation in one unknown

• Sine, cosine, tangent, exponentials

– Basic geometry

• Right triangles, Pythagoras’ theorem

– Scientific notation

• Including SI prefixes (kilo, mega, micro, etc…)

– Simple vector concepts

• If you are uncomfortable with any of these, 
please do something!



Math Skills



Math Skills



About the Course

• The syllabus is available from one of the web sites 
listed on the second slide.

– Describes the grading scheme

– Course schedule

– Exam dates

• Assignments will be completed online using 
Pearson Publishing’s MasteringPhysics®…

– This is an improvement over free alternatives

– Unfortunately you have to pay for it

– But you probably already have if you took Physics 218.



Online Assignments

• Somehow get to the course page in Blackboard:

Click on this link



Online Assignments

Now click 

this link…



MasteringPhysics® 

Assignments!



MasteringPhysics® Assignments

You need to look at 

the first “assignment”.

It is not for credit but 

it will walk you 

through many 

important aspects of 

the online homework 

system.

It’s not that hard, and 

you need to start 

somewhere.



Entering Numerical or Algebraic Answers



Entering Numerical or Algebraic Answers



Entering Numerical or Algebraic Answers



More Information

• To register for course, go to
http://www.pearsonmylabandmastering.com

when asked, use the Course ID: meier58602

• To sign into the course to access homework assignments, 

quizzes, etc., go to
http://www.pearsonmylabandmastering.com/northamerica/

• For a step-by-step guide to get started, go to
http://www.pearsonmylabandmastering.com/northamerica/students/mm-support/index.html

• For a summary of the many features available in Mastering Physics, go to

http://www.pearsonmylabandmastering.com/northamerica/students/features/index.html

• For Questions and Answers about Mastering Physics, go to
http://www.pearsonmylabandmastering.com/northamerica/students/mm-support/top-questions/index.html

• For a Student User Guide, go to
http://help.pearsoncmg.com/mastering/student/ccng/index.htm


